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VSP Kras Leg Band Cutter
(SKU# 63000) 

Product description

The VSP Kras Leg Band Cutter is designed to easily and
atraumatically remove any size aluminum leg band, as well as
stainless-steel leg bands up to a #12 size. This precision leg
band cutter is made of high-quality steel and maintains its
cutting edge for many years.  

• 8" in length and made of high-quality steel known for its
strength and durability

• Cuts through any size aluminum band and up to a #12
stainless steel band

• Simple and effective design easily and atraumatically
removes leg bands

• Can be used on swollen legs, even if the leg band is
imbedded in tissue

• Will maintain its cutting edge and last for many years

• Easily cleaned and disinfected after each use

See other side for use directions

VSP Kras Leg Band Cutter (SKU# 63000)
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Use directions
VSP Kras Leg Band Cutter  

Cutting guidelines for all-aluminum bands

1. All-aluminum bands can be easily cut without exerting
any torque on the bird’s leg 

2. Cut the band on one side, making sure that the band has
been cut completely through

3. Make a second cut 180 degrees from the first and the
band will fall off

Cutting guidelines for stainless steel bands

1. Small stainless steel bands can be cut in a similar manner
to aluminum bands

2. Do not attempt to cut stainless steel bands that are a
#12 or larger as this will damage the sharp jaws on the
leg band cutters 

3. While the VSP Kras Leg Band Cutter will cut through a
large band, the cutting edge of the cutter will eventually
become dull, decreasing the life of the cutter 

4. Seamless, stainless steel bands can be cut more easily
at the soldered seam

5. You will need two vise-grip pliers to twist off the leg band

6. When twisting off the band, securely grasp the band
with one vise-grip pliers 90 degrees from the cut seam

7. Place the second vise-grip pliers in a similar fashion 180
degrees from the first

8. Twist the pliers in opposite directions with gentle even
pressure, until the opening is large enough to slip the
band off the patient’s leg

Caution

• Take care that the leg band cutter and the pliers do not
accidentally slip and that there is no pressure applied by
the band. Both situations can traumatize a bird’s leg 

• If the bird has been on an all-seed diet or you have any
other reason to suspect the bird has weak bones, take
extra precautions by not putting undue pressure on the
bird’s leg bones

Help preserve the life of your
VSP Kras Leg Band Cutter

• When cutting with the VSP Kras Leg Band Cutter, cut
through the band cleanly 

• Do not twist the leg band cutter. Twisting will result in
“notching” of the cutting edge and will diminish the
cutting ability of this instrument

• Never attempt to cut a stainless intramedullary pin with
the VPS Kras Leg Band Cutter

VSP recognizes that through experience veterinary professionals have developed their own expertise in
performing certain procedures. The guidelines above are meant only to provide additional assistance.


